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ilitary medicine spans the gamut from emergency field care to
rehabilitation. Across this spectrum technologies that are robust, portable and adaptive are critical for
the patient’s recovery. Traditionally, medical
robotics is associated with intricate, bulky
and specialized equipment, which is deployed in major hospitals but is not relevant
in the field. Micro-robotics, by contrast, ad-

vertises treatment delivery capabilities that
are portable, robust and targeted. Recent
progress in smart materials and fabrication techniques enables medical robots to
be smaller, softer, smarter and safer than
ever before. [1] Soft micro-robotics provides
a tactical advantage for precision medical
treatment in austere environments. Furthermore, the use of soft and smart polymers,
such as hydrogels, eliminates many safety
issues concerning humans and robots.

Smart Materials Used in
Soft Micro-robots
Hydrogels are hydrophilic, biocompatible
and bioerodible. These characteristics are
exploited in areas ranging from tissue en-
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gineering and cell scaffolding, to wound
dressing and therapeutic cargo delivery.
[2] By cross-linking different polymers, hydrogels can be engineered to be simultaneously highly deformable and tough, [3]
which are generally considered incompatible requirements for other materials. To
make micro-robots smarter, intelligence is
embedded in the materials. By combining
hydrogels with stimuli-responsive components, hydrogels can be designed to adapt
to their environment; regulate the transport
of ions and molecules; alter their adhesion
with other materials; or transform chemical
and biochemical signals into optical, electrical, thermal or mechanical signals, and vice
versa. [4]
The embedded intelligence in smart materials facilitates remote monitoring of
patients through personal smartphones.
Stimuli-responsive hydrogels coupled with
a high-sensitivity inductive wireless sensor
enables wireless chemical monitoring, a
kind of wireless sensor network. WSNs are
widely used in monitoring personal health
conditions through near-field communications connecting sensors and smartphones.
[5] Different types of chemical sensors have
been developed to fulfill real-time monitoring for personal daily life, such as blood oxygen, blood pressure, glucose, etc. Wireless
communication bridges the gap between
hospitals and patients. Information on the
patients’ health condition is transferred and
recorded at the health center. Therefore,
patients can be remotely diagnosed by docFigure 1. The concept of a wireless body
sensor network.
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Figure 2. Bacteria inspired micro-robots
are composed of a tubular body and various types of flagella.

tors (See Figure 1).
To achieve faster diagnoses, smart materials can be equipped with more than one
responsive group to attain multi-stimuli responsive properties and the detection of
various physiological conditions. [6] For
instance, soft micro-robots with the ability
to detect autoantibodies can target specific
tissues and cells and are being developed
to diagnose and treat early-stage cancer. [7]
Smart hydrogels are also capable of rapid
self-repair, allowing robots to recover from
damage in aqueous environments. [8]

Building Soft Micro-Robots
for Therapeutic Delivery
One major advantage of forming soft micro-robots from smart materials is that such
a micro-robot could automatically deliver
therapy to damaged areas. This requires
coordination between the embedded sensors and actuators in the devices. This level of sophistication is exhibited at this size
scale by leukocytes cells, which are able
to find and target pathogens. In a similar
manner, smart materials can sense variations in the environment and then respond
with a programmed action. For example, a
micro-gripper can be programmed to open
and deliver its payload only when it senses
the target. [9,10] There are many emerging technologies developed for creating 3D
micro/nano mobile machines employed in
minimally invasive therapies, such as 3D
printing [11] and self-folding. [12] Among
them, origami folding based on photolithog-

raphy are the most promising for generating
complex shapes and high throughput production. [13,14] Developments in foldable
printed circuit boards, [15] rolled-up supercapacitors for electrostatic energy storage
[16] and biodegradable circuit boards [17]
will equip future soft micro-robots with sophisticated programming akin to their macro-scale counterparts.

Self-folding is achieved by coupling two
materials that swell differently when hydrated. For example, a spiral tube provides
both a large volume for carrying therapeutic agents and a large surface area, when
uncoiled, to disperse the agent. The reversible stimuli-responsive property of hydrogels enables self-folded micro-robots to
change their shapes on demand to deliver
an agent. [9,18,19,20] These tiny machines
are small enough to be
directly injected into the
human body by a syringe
to perform minimally invasive therapies. The
micro-robots can either
be manipulated remotely
by external user control
or navigate passively
through blood flow. Hydrogel based micro-robots, with intrinsically
soft and flexible properties, are able to access
mechanical constrictions, such as narrowed
Figure 3. Matryoshka inspired micro-robots for extendable drug
delivery. (a) Folded tubes loaded with different drugs. (b) Multiand obstructed vessels.
ple folded tubes are assembled together for more efficient proThe remote control of
pulsion. (c) Chronological delivery of the therapeutic tubes by
micro-robots can be
sequentially unfolding the tubes.
achieved by embedding

magnetic nanoparticles into polymer-based
actuators. The layout of the embedded particles determines the mobility of the magnetically guided micro-robots. Alternative
actuating methods, such as near-infrared
light, [12] electrical fields [21] and chemical
sources [22], can be realized by embedding
different types of micro/nanoparticles. Advanced mobility of self-folded micro-robots
has been achieved by mimicking the morphology, locomotion, and morphological
adaptation of natural microorganisms [13]
(See Figure 2). Microorganisms are usually
composed of a large cell body attached to
tiny flagella. A synergetic motion between
cell body and flagella enables exceptional
motility. [23,24]
One major disadvantage of using hydrogel-based devices as drug carriers is the
leakage of drug during transportation. Soft
micro-robots with multiple shape transformations can be used to reduce pharmaceutical leakage before reaching targeted areas
by refolding a self-folded tube to shield the
drug loaded layer from the surroundings.
[25] Moreover, the foldable micro-robots
enable several devices to be assembled
together to achieve more efficient propulsion or multiple functionalities (See Figure
3). The release of multiple assembled tubes
can be also used in extendable release. For
example, some treatments require multiple
doses periodically or a controlled long-term
sustainable release. Nested micro-robots
can achieve sequential releases of multiple drugs or varying dosages. In this way,
soft-micro robots can deliver target and
tailored therapies in a robust and portable
package. ■
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